NEW YORK STATE
BLACK ACCELERATION DAY

Calling on the Black Church and Black People to descend on the state capital and demand our basic economic rights in 2020.

AFTER 400 PLUS YEARS
THINGS HAVE TO CHANGE
FOR BLACK PEOPLE

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT | BUSINESS OWNERSHIP | ACCESS TO CAPITAL | HOME OWNERSHIP | AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Demands:

- $100M to create acceleration centers and networks for underserved black communities.
- A study on current and proposed legislation that will help and hurt black communities and the accelerator networks.
- A commission and study on rebuilding underserved black communities through economic acceleration centers and networks.

The Black Church and Community Covenant:

- We refuse to endorse any elected official who does not support our economic interest.
- We refuse to allow elected officials to speak in our houses of worship or community events who vote for legislation that does not benefit or hurts Black New Yorkers.
- We refuse to financially support any incumbent or candidate for elected office across NYS who does not support our economic agenda, or who supports legislation that hurts Black New Yorkers across NYS.

Register TODAY  www.400foundation.org